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“Yes, yes, I see it; a huge social activity, a powerful
civilization, a lot of science, a lot of art, a lot of
industry, a lot of morality, and then, when we have
filled the world with industrial wonders, with large
factories, with paths, with museums, with libraries,
we will fall down exhausted near all this, and it will
be, for whom? Was man made for science or science
made for man?”
“Tragic Sense of Life in Men
and in Peoples” (1913)

Miguel de Unamuno
(Spain, 1864-1936)

Decline of Science in the Middle
Age in Western Europe:
• What gave sense to the life among
Greek philosophers was not giving sense
to the life in Middle Ages.
• Lost of interest in a Natural Philosophy
/Reason beyond myth/religion.
• Science was linked directly to the divine
for most medieval scholars.

ANOTHER “BIG SCIENCE” QUESTION:
What is the Universe made of?
ATOMS AND THE STRUCTURE OF MATTER
• Atomism as metaphysical speculation: Leucippus/Democritus (Greece, 5th-4th B. C.): matter
is composed by atoms (indivisible particles of different types). Vaisheshika (India, 2nd B. C.),
Nyaya (India, 2nd. A. D.), Jabir ibn Hayyan (Iran/Irak, 8th A. D.), etc. Revival of atomism
(17th century): Descartes, Gassendi.
• Empirical Chemistry: matter composed by molecules and molecules composed by atoms:
Robert Boyle (17th), John Dalton (18-19th), etc.
• Statistical physics: kinetic theory of gases (Daniel Bernoulli [18th], Maxwell & Boltzmann
[19th]), brownian motion (Robert Brown [19th], Einstein [20th]).
• Particle physics: first half of 20th century: discovery of many subatomic particles.

And now?
“Most particle physicists think they're still doing science when they
are really cleaning up the mess after the party” (Per Bak)
The only impressive thing of particles physics nowadays is the
gargantuan amount of money (“big science”?) which is able to
consume in a short time.

Chemistry of Life:
• -1820: vitalism as the dominant idea: life is animated by
“vital” forces which makes it different from the rest of
Nature.
• Biochemistry, molecular biology, genetics:
1820-1960: A cascade of important discoveries which led
to understand life in terms of physics and chemistry.
BIG SCIENCE!

Today: “Genome project” and other big ways of
wasting big money (billions of US$)

Apart from the applications (medicine), conceptually
no revolutions in our understanding of life.

Einstein: the 3 famous
Ramón y Cajal (1852-1934):
Darwin: he never had a
remunerated academic position.
His trip on the “Beagle” was
self-founded.

his first 8 years of research
with a microscope he bought
with his own money.
Once he got a position as
director of a research institute,
he reduced his salary.

How cheap was the best science!

papers of 1905,
including special
relativity, produced
while working in a patent
office.
His last 20 years with a
well-paid position in
Princeton as researcher
produced no important
results.

The price of science in 19th cent.:

The price of science nowadays:

• 115,000 researchers who wrote
at least one paper (many nonprofessional) in the whole century
(~ 4x10-5 of the word population
in that period).

• 6-7 million professional researchers in R&D

• Total cost R&D: much, much
cheaper than now

• Ratio of “pure science” research: ~ 20%

(1/1000 of the world population)
• Total cost R&D: ~ 1 trillion US$/year
(1.6% of world GDP; 70% of GDP of Spain)

Science is more and more
expensive to produce less
and less important results

Three stages of how ideas are created in our society:
1) A few individuals develop the basics and the most
important ideas of a discipline, working against
the currents of their times.
2) Society begins to admire the intellectual
achievements of those individuals and/or realize
their benefits for our civilization.

Christian religion:
1) Jesus and
followers
…
3) Church

3) Institutionalization of the idea.

Science in its 3rd stage: institutionalization

Old-style slave: with chains

PH.D STUDENTS,
POSTDOCS:
• Manpower.
• Creativity in young
researchers is not
encouraged.

Modern-style slave: wireless

(Daruka 2014)

Journals and Peer Review:
• Referees usually reject papers with
extraordinary new challenging ideas and
accept papers which repeat the
established ideas with small variations.
Work well done but without ideas,
the work of specialist artisans, is
rewarded. Creativity is blocked.
• Usually, referees do not detect errors in
a paper. There is no evidence that it works
efficiently to select the best science.
• Biases due to opinions, author name, etc.

Mass-publication does not allow to
see the new ideas, hidden behind a
lot of unuseful information.
MASS-PUBLICATION:

“Clearly the aim behind such
mass-publications was not to
clarify a scientific problem, but
rather to be on the side of a
career-supporting trend leading
possibly (at least for some) to
grants, fame and prizes”
(Schroer 2011)

“Academics typically start with great
enthusiasm for research, but, after a
number of years working at research,
they often become rather bored with
it. They may have run out of ideas.
They may have come to realise that
their youthful hopes of becoming the
next Einstein were an illusion, while
the reality is that there are quite a
number of young researchers doing
better than they are. In these
circumstances the sensible move is
into administration and management
where a tempting career ladder
stretches before them” (Donald
Gillies, 2008)

Like supervedettes, some administrative
leaders of a scientific project come to the
fore in the mass media when some scientific
discovery in his/her team is done.

• Big groups projects
(many of them macro-fiascos)
absorb resources.
Papers
astrophysics

1975

2006

1 author

40%

9%

≥6 authors

3%

28%

Higher success
of a research team

More scientists and
money dedicated
to work within it

• Individual scientist projects
are being more and more
reduced.
… but all important ideas were
created by individual geniuses.
Only minor secondary details
which require large amounts of
manpower and small amounts
of brain can be dealt with
successfully by large teams.
The brain is something
individual. There is not a thing
such as a collective brain.

More results

SNOWBALL EFFECT

KNOWLEDGE SOCIETY
• Huge amounts of data that we
are unable to assimilate.
• Every ~15 years the amount of
information is duplicated.
• Too many specialists which loose
the global view of knowledge.
• Knowledge is not wisdom. Our
society behaves in a quite stupid
way (e.g., ecological problems) and
it is not more intelligent with more
knowledge. (Autism)

SYMPTOMS OF DECADENCE IN SCIENCE
1.

Society is drowned in huge amounts of knowledge, most of it being about
things of little importance; producing no significant advances, but only
technical applications or secondary details.

2.

In the few fields where some important aspects of unsolved questions have
arisen, powerful groups control the flow of information and push toward
consensus truths rather than having objective discussions within a scientific
methodology; it gives few guarantees that we are obtaining solid new truths
about nature.

3.

Individual creativity is condemned to disappear in favour of big
corporations of administrators and politicians of science specialized in
searching ways to get money from States in megaprojects with increasing
costs and diminishing returns.

Are you calling me bureaucrat?
Repeat it to me with a certified
copy!

The author informs
that this action does
not necessarily takes
place in Spain

THE TRIUMPH OF BUREAUCRACY: Research institutes with
ratios of 1 administrator/2-3 researchers, plus the high ratio
of time dedicated by researchers to fill out forms.

“Philosophy of
science is about as
useful to scientists
as ornithology is to
birds” (Richard
Feynman)

What philosophers of science tell us about science:
• Post-modern stupidities (relativism, constructivism,…).
• Trivialities (falsifiability, language analysis,…).
• Words rather than arguments (“You are a scientifist!”).
What philosophers of science do not tell us about science:
• The real problems of science I have described.
Why?
• Because they do not know how research works and they are not
interested in revealing the miseries of another profession because
they themselves share the same problems in even greater magnitude.

Enlightenment dream: Reason, science and
knowledge for the sake of knowledge.
Waking up: All is a will to power

“Men crowd to the light not to see better
but to become more brilliant. When we
become bright enough, other people will
consider us as lights.” (The Wanderer and
his Shadow)

NIETZSCHE (1844-1900)

“Why do we try to demonstrate the truth?
Because of a broader feeling of power,
because of its utility, because it is
indispensable. Summing up, in order to gain
some advantage. But this is a bias, a signal
which indicates that deep down we do not
worry about the truth.” (The Will to Power)

Spengler (1880-1936):
“The decline of the West”
•

Cultures are like organisms, in which
there is a birth, growth,
reproduction and death, all of them
with some symptoms which are
recognizable.

•

Comparing the history of western
culture with that of other
civilizations, we can see that it is
declining, it is reaching the end of
its possibilities.

•

Art is dead, philosophy is dead, and
science…

• The Decline of the Roman Empire
began 3 centuries before its Fall
(Gibbon)…
We do not know how much will the
scientific decline last before the Fall.

• Is the pessimism about an epoch
just a nostalgy of people who cannot
adapt themselves to that epoch?
NO. There are indeed dawns and
twilights.
Or do you think the people in 5th
century AD who observed the
decline of Roman Empire were mere
nostalgic people?

FAR FUTURE?
Perhaps after the Fall of Science,
the most important knowledge will
be preserved in some kind of
conservatories of science like the
Music conservatories, or the
monasteries in the Middle Age.

Within some centuries,
humankind will contemplate
the ruins of our civilization in
the same way that romantic
poets contemplated the ruins
of past cultures: with the
sweet allure of decay, death
and destruction. Science will
prompt an emotional
response again and will be
revived.
A new dawn after the
twilight? Who knows? In any
case, the eternal values
never die, and Truth will
always be Truth.

Science is in decline.
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exhaustion of our culture
in The Twilight of the
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